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Rejects the accumulation of wealth and 
power

Redistributes wealth, democratizes 
power and shifts economic control to 
communities

A new vision of philanthropy:



A Strategy Framework For a Just Transition 



Transforming our underlying 
assumptions on the role of capital 

Away from an assumption that individuals and institutions have the right to 
endlessly accumulate capital and make decisions on how it should be allocated 
for the public good, where the preservation of wealth and power is prioritized 
over the needs of people and the environment;

Towards an assumption that, rather than being accumulated by individuals and 
institutions, capital must support the collective capacity of communities most 
impacted by economic inequality to produce for themselves, give to and invest 
directly in what their communities need, and retain the returns generated from 
these investments. All aspects of collective well-being are prioritized over the 
wealth and power of a few.



Transforming our underlying 
approach to philanthropy

Away from an approach where foundations maintain power, accumulate wealth 
and grow their endowments indefinitely to exist in perpetuity, by maximizing 
their return on investments even at the expense of communities they claim to 
support;

Towards an approach where foundations actively support new economic 
systems that transfer the management and control of financial resources away 
from institutions and into the hands of communities who have been impacted 
by wealth accumulation and the extractive economy.



Transforming how our endowments 
are managed

Away from a strategy of investing in for-profit companies that cause social, 
economic and environmental devastation to communities around the world in 
order to maximize financial returns for the foundation.

Towards a strategy of investing in local and regional efforts that replenish 
community wealth and build community assets – like worker cooperatives and 
community land trusts – in ways that emphasize transformative impact while 
rejecting the need to maximize financial returns for the foundation.



Rachel J. Robasciotti

First community-developed investing criteria.

Seeks to align corporate behavior with social justice movements.

Centers the voices of those most impacted by systems of oppression.

Includes social justice organizations and allies, investors, and investment managers.



RISE Video Introduction

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyrXWb3hHWw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyrXWb3hHWw&feature=youtu.be


This content is available on a third-party website. Please note that we do not endorse this site or the products and services you might find there.



ESG / Socially Responsible

This content is available on a third-party website. Please note that we do not endorse this site or the products and services you might find there.



ESG / Socially Responsible



ESG / Socially Responsible



Social Screens

= non-financial investing criteria



“Best-in-Class” » Least Bad Actor

OR

ESG = Environment Social Governance 

Social Screens



Socially Responsible Investing

Investment
Manager



Social Justice Investing

Investment
Manager $

RISE 
Investors

Social Justice
Organizations & Allies



Why Publicly Traded Companies?

5 Million Tons of Carbon5 Tons of Carbon

ONE PERSON



♥

NEUTRALPHILANTHROPY CRIME

Theory of  Change

Give Invest & Influence Divest

Low $ / High  Low  / High $



Tools & Resources
Robasciotti & Philipson
robasciotti.com
• What’s in Your Portfolio? Analysis 

(no cost 45-minute Zoom session)

Impact Finance Center
www.impactfinancecenter.org
• Investment Advisor Evaluation & Search

(low cost analysis and recommendations)

Invest for Better
www.investforbetter.org
• Education and Tools for Impact Investing

American Friends Service Committee (The Quakers)
investigate.afsc.org
• Prisons & Detention
• Money Bail
• Borders
• Occupied Territories

As You Sow
www.asyousow.org
• Gender Equity (limited)
• Fossil Fuels
• Deforestation

Code Pink
weaponfreefunds.org
• Weapons & Firearms

http://www.robasciotti.com/
https://www.impactfinancecenter.org/
http://www.investforbetter.org/
http://www.investigate.afsc.org/
http://www.asyousow.org/
http://www.weaponfreefunds.org/


Our Difference 
is Our Strength

Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

EXAMPLES

CHOOSE A FIRM
THAT LIVES YOUR VALUES: 

DIVERSE & INCLUSIVE
ASSET MANAGEMENT

SINCE 2004

1. Racial Justice

2. Weapons & Firearms

3. Gender Equity 



This presentation originates from: Robasciotti & Associates, Inc. dba Robasciotti & Philipson (“the Firm”), a Registered Investment Advisor. Content of the presentation has been prepared solely by Robasciotti & Philipson. Opinions or
investment recommendations from Robasciotti & Philipson may deviate from one another or from recommendations or opinions presented by others in the Firm. This may typically be the result of differing time horizons,
methodologies, contexts, or other factors.

This presentation is intended only to provide general and preliminary information to investors and shall not be construed as the basis for any investment decision or strategy. This presentation has been prepared by Robasciotti &
Philipson as general information for private use of the investor but it is not intended as a personal recommendation of particular financial instruments or strategies and thus it does not provide individually tailored investment
advice, and does not take into account the individual investor’s particular financial situation, existing holdings or liabilities, investment knowledge and experience, investment objective and horizon or risk profile and preferences.
The investor must particularly ensure the suitability of an investment as regards her/his financial and fiscal situation and investment objectives. The investor bears the risk of losses in connection with an investment. Before acting
on any information in this presentation, it is prudent to consult one’s financial advisor.

The information contained in the recommendation does not constitute advice on the tax consequences of making any particular investment decision or strategy. Each investor shall make her/his own appraisal of the tax and other
financial merits of her/his investment.

This presentation may be based on or contain information, such as opinions, recommendations, estimates, price targets and valuations which emanate from: Robasciotti & Philipson’s analysts or representatives, publicly available
information, information from other units of the Firm, or other named sources. To the extent this presentation is based on or contains information emanating from other sources (“Other Sources”) than Robasciotti & Philipson (“External
Information”), Robasciotti & Philipson has deemed the Other Sources to be reliable but neither the Firm, others associated or affiliated with the Firm, nor any other person, do guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the
External Information.

Key assumptions of forecasts, ratings, recommendations, target prices and projections in research cited or reproduced appear in the research material from the named sources. The date of publication appears from the material cited or
reproduced. Opinions and estimates may be updated in subsequent versions of the presentation, provided that the relevant company/issuer is treated anew in such later versions of the presentation. All opinions and estimates in this
presentation are, regardless of source, given in good faith, and may only be valid at the stated date and time of this presentation and are subject to change without notice. The information contained within this presentation was
carefully compiled from third-party sources that Robasciotti & Philipson believes to be reliable, but the Firm cannot guarantee the accuracy of any third-party information. Robasciotti & Philipson cannot provide any assurances that any
investment strategies, simulations, etc. will perform as described in our materials.

Risk Information
The risk of investing in certain financial instruments, including those mentioned in this presentation, is generally high, as their market value is exposed to a lot of different factors such as the operational and financial conditions of the
relevant company, growth prospects, change in interest rates, the economic and political environment, foreign exchange rates, shifts in market sentiments etc. Where an investment or security is denominated in a different currency to
the investor’s currency of reference, changes in rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of or from that investment to the investor.

Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. When investing in financial instruments, the investor may lose all or part of the investments.

Conflicts of Interest
The Firm, affiliates or staff in the Firm, may perform services for, solicit business from, hold long or short positions in, or otherwise be interested in the investments (including derivatives) of any company mentioned in the presentation.
To limit possible conflicts of interest and counter the abuse of inside knowledge, Robasciotti & Philipson is subject to internal rules on sound ethical conduct, the management of inside information, handling of unpublished research
material, contact with other units of the Firm and personal account dealing. The internal rules have been prepared in accordance with applicable legislation and relevant industry standards. The object of the internal rules is to ensure
that no advisor will abuse or cause others to abuse confidential information.

It is the policy of Robasciotti & Philipson that no link exists between revenues from capital markets activities and individual analyst remuneration. This material has been prepared following the Firm’s Conflict of Interest Policy, which
may be viewed upon request.

Securities referred to in this presentation may not be offered or eligible for sale in some jurisdictions. This presentation is not intended for, and must not be distributed, where restricted. This presentation may not be mechanically
duplicated, photocopied, or otherwise reproduced, in full or in part, under applicable copyright laws.

For disclosures and disclaimers, visit https://robasciotti.com/regulatory-information.

Disclaimer & Legal Disclosures



ENDNOTES

(7:47) This content is available on a third-party website. Please note that we do not endorse this site or the products and services you might find there.

(13:26) August 14, 2017 Robasciotti & Philipson launched a community-sourced campaign to name its new impact investing platform (RISE – Return on Investment & Social Equity) and the corresponding approach it used, “social justice
investing”. The domain name www.socialjusticeinvesting.com was purchased on

(14:24) January 2018 Robasciotti & Philipson launched RISE – Return on Investment & Social Equity. RISE uses evidence-based practice and a community-informed social screen to build portfolios that meet financial goals while also
serving the greater good.

(18:47 ) Environmental and Climate Justice: NAACP website; https://www.naacp.org/issues/environmental-justice

(20:58) By “higher returns” we mean, all things being equal, there are two identical companies; one of the two spends money cleaning up waste while the other doesn't. We assume the company will have lower costs than an
identical company that did not clean up its waste.

(23:47) As of May 23, 2019 RISE (Return on Investment & Social Equity) operated by Robasciotti & Philipson has the most comprehensive racial justice screens that exist

(26:07) Worse Off Than When They Enrolled: The Consequence of For-Profit Colleges for People of Color: The Aspen Institute website; https://www.aspeninstitute.org/blog-posts/worse-off-than-when-they-enrolled-the-consequence-
of-for-profit-colleges-for-people-of-color

(32:20) American Friends Service, As You Sow, Color of Change, Movement for Black Lives, Code Pink, Freedom Cities, Make the Road, Racial Justice Investing Coalition, Urban Justice Center, Harvard Prison Divestment Project, Interfaith
Coalition for Corporate Responsibility, Worth Rises, Aramark, Century Link, Goldman Sachs, Halliburton, National Rifle Association, and Smith & Wesson are not affiliated with Robasciotti & Philipson

(43:25) Border Security Expo 2019 is a study on borders and the militarization of borders that is co-authored by Robasciotti & Phillipson and American Friends Service Committee. Not yet released.

(45:42) Racial Disparities in SRI Funds: Solutions with Sonya website; http://www.solutionswithsonya.com/racial-disparities-in-sri-funds/

(46:24) Robasciotti & Philipson receives quantitative data from Ethic Investments

(48:37) JP Morgan Backs Away From Private Prison Finance: Reuters website; https://www.reuters.com/article/us-jp-morgan-prisons/jpmorgan-backs-away-from-private-prison-finance-idUSKCN1QM1LE

For disclosures and disclaimers, visit https://robasciotti.com/regulatory-information.

Disclaimer & Legal Disclosures





Foundation 
Endowments…Activate! 

Aligning Investment Strategy 
with Social Justice Values

Approaches for Getting Started

Northern California Grantmakers 
& Justice Funders

October 3, 2019
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Common Impact Investing 
Approaches

ExperimentExtend Mission Assess and Upgrade 
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Approach: Assess & Upgrade

 Evaluate existing public equity and debt investment 
portfolio and identify opportunities to incorporate impact 
investing products 

 Best for foundations that have a lower risk tolerance but 
want to pursue broad social and environmental impact
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Cash Deposits Guarantee

Physical money, short-term 
deposits, and highly-liquid 
assets that investors can 
quickly convert into cash

A legal agreement in which a 
third party to a financial 

transaction promises to pay a 
lender if an investee is unable 

to do so

Assess & Upgrade
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Approach: Extend Mission

 Start with existing grant portfolio and identify viable 
investment opportunities that closely align with the 
foundation’s mission 

 Best for funders that are driven by targeted impact and are 
willing to consider opportunities with potentially higher risk
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Approach: Experiment

 Carve out dedicated resources for impact investing and 
respond to aligned opportunities that arise

 Best for funders that are comfortable with risk, want 
to be more hands-on, and learn by doing
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Impact Investments
Mission-Related Investments (MRIs)
An investment that aims to generate both 

financial and social returns

Program-Related Investments (PRIs)
A type of MRI a foundation uses to further its 

programmatic objectives

Source Foundation’s investment resources (endowment) Foundation’s charitable resources (5% payout)

Primary 
Purpose

To receive a mix of social and financial returns, to
whatever degree the foundation deems 
appropriate

To further the foundation’s charitable purposes; the 
investment’s significant purpose cannot be to 
generate income or participate in political or 
legislative activity

Returns 

Can be below-, at-, or above-market rate; typically
at- or above-market rate, often aims to support 
the long-term sustainability of the foundation

Can be below-, at-, or above-market rate; typically 
yield below-market financial returns to subsidize the 
impact outcome, though there is no rule dictating the 
rate of return

Tax 
Guidelines

Treated like traditional investment returns and 
are federally taxable 

Tax-deductible for federal tax purposes

Investees For-profit and nonprofit organizations For-profit and nonprofit organizations

Legal 
Definition

No legal definition; applies to any investment that 
has both a financial and social purpose

Explicitly defined in Section 4944 of the Internal 
Revenue Code

Impact Investing for Foundations
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To Consider: Social Justice Values

Who
• Who are you investing in?
• Are you providing access to capital to 

underserved communities?

What
• What are you investing in?
• How do an investments products and/or 

services promote equity?

How
• How are you investing?
• Is your investment structure aligned with 

your investees needs and objectives?



Source: F.B. Heron Foundation Mission-Related Investing Continuum
11

Getting Started: Resources

• Mission Investors Exchange (MIE) – program-
related investments

• Confluence Philanthropy – mission-related 
investments

• Opportunity Finance Network – community 
development finance institutions (CDFIs)

• Social Venture Circle – direct investments in 
social enterprises



Thank you!

Alexandra LaForge
Alexandra.LaForge@arabellaadvisors.com
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